
Wide Mouth Mason Jar, painted to your liking 

3" Styrofoam Ball 

Dum Dum Suckers 

Ribbon 

Pipe Cleaners (1 each of 7 different colors) 

Diagonal Cutters or Scissors

DIY CANDY BOUQUET
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Did you know you can make your own candy 
arrangements at home? 

 
 A candy bouquet DIY is so easy that even 

kids can get involved to cover one table or 20 
and the foam ball and pretty lollipop wrapping 

papers do all the work.

CANDY BOUQUET MATERIALS

https://www.momdot.com/candy-bouquet/


HOW TO MAKE A CANDY BOUQUET

Once your jar is painted and dry, place the foam ball on the top. Gently press it down. It 
should not go into the actual jar, but you are simply securing it into the jar. 
 
Begin by pushing sucker sticks into the foam ball at the bottom or top of the jar. Continue in a
circle around the jar. You may need to push the sticks somewhat downward toward the 
bottom of the jar so they don't all begin to collect and hit each other. 
 
Once the first row is done, begin on the second row, above the first and continue up the ball. 
 
The biggest frustration will be the sticks hitting. Just pull the sucker out a bit and change the 
angle. It should stick into the ball just fine. 
 
Cut the pipe cleaners in half with diagonal cutters. Wrap each one around a pen barrel to 
create a spiral. Tuck the pipe cleaners into the lollipops. 
 
Tie a ribbon around the jar and you're finished!  
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More tips and video available at MomDots Website, just 

head to CANDY BOUQUET FULL ARTICLE by hitting image 

below. 
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You are welcome to use this printable for personal use, classrooms and clubs, but do 
not direct link online to the PDF file or upload to a site. Thank you for respecting 

copyright law.  

https://www.momdot.com/candy-bouquet/
https://www.momdot.com/how-to-make-fluffy-slime/
https://www.momdot.com/candy-bouquet/

